JD Edwards Services

Get More from the World’s Largest JD Edwards Specialist
Industry Experience + JD Edwards Knowledge = Unsurpassed Expertise

In a highly dynamic business environment, choosing a knowledgeable and experienced partner for JD Edwards can make all the difference.

When you choose Birlasoft, an Oracle JD Edwards Platinum partner, you will benefit from our rich expertise of delivering business solutions for global customers. Our certified Oracle solution experts are capable of delivering end-to-end JD Edwards services across the entire breadth of JD Edwards suite of products. Be it implementation, post implementation, upgrades, migration, testing, global rollouts, Birlasoft has the relevant experience of delivering services across industries – including Manufacturing, Automotive, Oil & Gas.

Get More from Birlasoft

Maturity:
Three decades of experience in JD Edwards implementations, globally

Large, Diverse and Experienced JD Edwards Resources:
Our experts have deep understanding of the JD Edwards product combined with rich industry knowledge. Moreover many of our consultants are multi-lingual

In depth Localization experience

Trusted Oracle Partner: Close relationship with Oracle/JD Edwards Product Strategy Team

Repository of reusable components that have been exercised in working systems

Tools and Accelerators to speed up delivery timelines

We provide a standardized, consistent framework with proven guidelines and templates. Our how-to and why-to documents streamline all enterprise upgrade initiatives

*Magic Quadrant for Oracle ERP service providers, North America, 2010, by Alex Soeijarto and Susan Tan, Gartner Inc., 30 November 2010

Service Offerings

• World’s largest JD Edwards practice with deep JD Edwards knowledge and global implementation capabilities
• Only Oracle partner globally to achieve 3 Advanced Specialization in JD Edwards
• Oracle JD Edwards partner of the year for 3 consecutive years
• Co-Development partner for building Business Process Integration for Oracle’s Agile Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
End-to-end Specialized Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implement</th>
<th>Upgrade</th>
<th>Manage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Post Implementation Systems Assessment (PISA) evaluates the effectiveness of an implementation and assesses how successful the implementation is in terms of functionality, performance and cost-benefit analysis*</td>
<td>* Upgrade Assessment Pack (UAP) helps enterprises plan adequately and follow a tried, tested, refined and structured approach to upgrade their applications*</td>
<td>* CNC-On-Demand is specifically designed to assist clients on support related to CNC (Configurable Network Computing). It provides technical support for day-to-day administration ensuring a predictable and stable system*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* User Productivity Kit (UPK) serves as a single source development and customization tool to enable rapid content creation and customization*</td>
<td>* 100-day JD Edwards Upgrades is a proven model for accelerated technical upgrades for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Business Process and System Training includes extensive software training to customers, such that this knowledge can be applied to business processes and workarounds can be developed*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extend

- Web-store front for JD Edwards can help extend JD Edwards over the web with a configurable and seamlessly integrated B2C/B2B E-commerce solution
- Accounts Payable (AP) Automation for JD Edwards helps companies to automate their AP process by leveraging an integrated combination of Oracle products
- Oracle Fusion Middleware solution for JD Edwards helps customers enhance business process agility of enterprises that are using JD Edwards. Our in-depth knowledge of JD Edwards and Oracle Fusion Middleware suite helps organizations build scalable, reliable, secure and agile infrastructure surrounding JD Edwards, by adopting SOA, and Web 2.0 technologies. Someof our key solutions are:
Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for customers and their ecosystem. Its consultative and design thinking approach makes societies more productive by helping customers run businesses. As part of the multibillion diversified CK Birla Group, Birlasoft with its 10,000 engineers, is committed to continuing our 150 year heritage of building sustainable communities.

---

### Implement

- **Agile PLM Process Integration Pack for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne** connects the design process with manufacturing and the supply chain.
- **OracleBI App/ Procurement & Spend Adaptor for JD Edwards EnterpriseOne** offers customers a true, solid integration between JD Edwards and OBIEE, enabling faster BI deployment, and enhancing efficiency and performance.
- **iLink Adaptor for Agile PLM in integration with JD Edwards** connects leading PLM Applications to JD Edwards and is a proven, economical, and bi-directional adaptor.

### Manage

- **SOA Assessment Pack for JDEdwards empowers organizations to assess their readiness for adoption of SOA as an enterprise enterprise strategy for IT services**.
- **3PL Integration with JD Edwards** provides seamless and cost effective integration of enterprise with third party Logistic Service Providers, on JD Edwards using Oracle Fusion Middleware.

### Test

- **JD Edwards UTOPIA** (JDE Upgrade Tools for Objects, Processes and Interfaces Acceleration) is a set of reusable tools, within or connected to JD Edwards, that is used to automate and accelerate key JD Edwards Upgrade processes. UTOPIA brings with it the ability to provide predictable and accurate identification and detail analysis of the retrofit effort, that being one of the main pillars in an upgrade.

- **Industrial Manufacturing Accelerate solution provides a flexible and cost effective approach to reduce implementation cost and timeframes**.

- **JD Edwards Test Factory** can be availed by customers for unbiased, independent functional testing of JD Edwards’ development, customization, localization and integration.